Rehabilitation management of low back pain – it’s time to pull it all together!
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Abstract: In the past, rehabilitation research initiatives for low back pain (LBP) have targeted outcome enhancement through personalized treatment approaches, namely through classification systems (CS). Although the use of CS has enhanced outcomes, common management practices have not changed, the prevalence of LBP is still high, and only selected patients meet the CS profile, namely those with a nociceptive context. Similarly, although practice guidelines propose some level of organization and occasionally a timeline of care provision, each mainly provides best practice for isolated treatment approaches. Moreover, there is no theoretical framework that has been proposed that guides the rehabilitation management process of mechanical LBP. In this commentary, we propose a model constituted of five domains (nociceptive drivers, nervous system dysfunction drivers, comorbidities drivers, cognitive–emotional drivers, and contextual drivers) grounded as mechanisms driving pain and/or disability in LBP. Each domain is linked to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, where once a patient is deemed suitable for rehabilitation, the clinician assesses elements of each domain in order to identify where the relative treatment efforts should be focused. This theoretical model is designed to provide a more comprehensive management overview, by appreciating the relative contribution of each domain driving pain and disability. Considering that the multiple domains driving pain and disability, and their interaction, requires a model that is comprehensive enough to identify and address each related issue, we consider that the proposed model has several positive implications for rehabilitation of this painful and highly prevalent musculoskeletal disorder.
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Background
Non-specific low back pain (LBP) is defined as “a symptom for which we are currently unable to reliably identify the pathology”.¹ This painful musculoskeletal problem is highly prevalent and recurrent in nature: the lifetime prevalence is estimated to be 84%, and ~55% of patients will have at least 10 episodes in their lifetime.² With a point prevalence of ~25%, chronic LBP is a major health burden and is ranked as the most disabling pathology with respect to global burden of disease.³ In terms of disability adjusted life-years, LBP is the leading cause of years lived with disability in both developed and developing countries.⁴

Despite an intense focus and increased research funding, the self-reported levels of disability in individuals with LBP have not improved in the last decade.⁴ This situation prevails, notwithstanding the presence of multiple monodisciplinary classification tools designed to target patient-specific treatments,⁵,⁶ the presence of 15 international multidisciplinary guidelines for treatment of LBP,⁷ and the publication of numerous...
systematic reviews/meta-analyses on LBP. Each of these tools is designed to aid the clinical provider in identifying an optimal diagnosis and treatment approach, but it is likely that each has inherent limitations that fail to provide proper aid when dealing with the multidimensional complexities associated with LBP. For example, monodisciplinary (ie, physiotherapy) classification tools often focus on diagnosis and interventional measures solely for cases that involve pathoanatomical nociceptive presentations. Guidelines and systematic reviews/meta-analyses typically provide evidence for only discreet interventions. Clinical pathways of care, which are mainly derived from guidelines, might propose more comprehensive solutions to merge real-life clinical care with best practice. Recently, clinical care pathways have been proposed, yet their foci remain limited to the same specific biomechanical and psychological features found in LBP guidelines.

Studies have shown that factors involved in the development and chronification of LBP include psychological, biological, social, and environmental influences. These multidimensional mechanisms are well represented in the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) model. The ICF framework focuses on human functioning and provides a framework that captures how people with health conditions function in their daily life. It provides a scientific basis for understanding and studying health and health-related states and can also match patients to interventions.

The health condition that constitutes LBP is characterized by impairments in body functions and structures (biological component) that can often lead to activity limitations or participation restrictions (functional component). The resulting LBP-related disability, which includes pain and activity limitations/participant restrictions, is also under the influence of personal and environmental factors. Thus, the ICF has a biopsychosocial framework that provides an overall view of the different aspects of health (biological, individual, and social); it could serve as the foundational underpinning of a comprehensive framework to better guide the rehabilitation management of LBP. Therefore, choosing the most appropriate assessment and treatment options through a construct that includes deficits in body functions and structures (ie, pain impairments) as well as full consideration of personal and environmental factors may provide additional benefits for the management of LBP. Accordingly, such model would implicitly take into account the biological components as well as the personal and environmental factors that might influence reports of pain and perceived or actual disability.

The objective of this conceptual paper is to propose an LBP management model that encompasses the multiple domains included within the ICF model. Our model does not propose a new classification system (CS), but intends to define the domains that drive the experience of pain and/or disability represented within the ICF.

Part I: a management model based on factors driving pain and disability

Our model proposes to establish the profile of patients based on the known drivers of disability – factors mechanistically driving pain and activity limitations/participation restrictions. To remain pragmatic, we propose a model constituted of five domains, which are all grounded into the known mechanisms driving the presence of painful symptoms and/or disability in LBP. Every element within each domain was included based on its relevance to the treatment decision making and prioritizing of the most pertinent interventions; in essence, to create a personalized rehabilitation management model. Conceptually, as proposed by other authors, once a patient is deemed appropriate for rehabilitation, the clinician should assess for the presence of elements attached to each of the five domains in order to identify which domain(s) might contribute to the clinical picture, and if “positive,” on which particular elements relative treatment efforts should be focused. Consequently, this profiling would guide the management of mechanical LBP. As age (older age) has been shown to affect treatment outcomes, and most research upon which the proposed model is based on, elements included in the proposed model reflect care provided to an adult population.

Domains and their operational definitions

The five domains included in the proposed model are aligned alongside drivers of pain and/or disability. As pain is the most often reported deficit/impairment in LBP, it is first important to accurately appraise the relative importance of pain and its effect on function (disability) with adopted and recognized tools, as the ones proposed by the Initiative on Methods, Measurements and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trial (IMMPACT). The IMMPACT group has proposed specific assessment tools for core outcome domains in chronic pain, which have been adopted by many stakeholders.

As an attempt to quantify the relative contribution (severity) of each domain of interest, the domains we have included in our model contain two categories, the first (A) implicates more common and/or modifiable elements, whereas the second (B) involves elements that are more complex, less
modifiable, and that will prompt more aggressive or require interdisciplinary care to more effectively address the problematic domain. Although these domains can interact and their relative individual contribution to pain and disability can modulate through time, the model gives a structure upon which the clinician can base its assessment (patient profiling) and consequently better target treatments, while reflecting a true biopsychosocial approach, as embraced by the ICF. The visual representation of the model is presented in Figure 1.

Domain 1 – nociceptive pain drivers
Nociceptive pain is “pain that arises from actual or threatened damage to non-neural tissue and is due to the activation of nociceptors”. The presence of nociceptive pain relates to the ICF as it is linked to deficits and impairments in body functions and structures. As the most frequent and primary driver of painful symptoms in cases of LBP result from the nociceptive system (somatic, inflammatory, or mixed pain), specific strategies to achieve pain control should initially target this driver of pain. This domain is composed of “responders to classification systems” (category A) and “non-responders to classification systems” (category B). Table 1 provides the operational definitions.

Conceptual operationalization
A two-step process can be used to determine whether a patient has predominantly nociceptive pain and driving his/her LBP. The first step would be to confirm the presence of
nociceptive pain with tools such as, but not limited to, the Pain Detect Questionnaire, a questionnaire that can be used as an objective diagnostic tool to distinguish nociceptive from neuropathic pain. The score indicates the likeliness of pain being nociceptive versus neuropathic. Once you have determined that there is a nociceptive component to the patient’s symptoms, the patient should be assessed as recommended by practice guidelines using stratified care, which implies the use of a CS, such as the treatment-based CS. If you have determined that your patient meets the CS profile, then the patient should be provided with treatments matching their clinical characteristics and needs. The treatment approaches guided by CS, which mainly focus on deficits/impairments related to the biological aspects explaining the experience of pain, are fully capable of providing solutions addressing the nociceptive component of LBP.

If the patient has nociceptive pain but cannot be provided treatment guided by CS, hence a “non-responder,” then the clinician should assess for other possible elements driving nociceptive pain. This would be the case for patients with post-surgical conditions (or structural stability deficits), which are likely to exhibit mechanical LBP, but without a specific mechanical pattern. Similar principles apply for highly deconditioned patients, where pain is likely to be nociceptive, but not associated with any specific mechanical pattern. Consequently, positive outcomes using CS guided by a movement-based classification or the functional optimization group of the treatment-based classification is less likely. Yet, these patients are likely to have somatic or inflammatory pain, both of which can be classified under nociceptive pain category, and it is anticipated that they will respond to general (non-specific) exercises, which will induce analgesia through specific analgesic mechanism. Thus, for the non-responders, the specificity of the exercises is less important.

Finally, we need to keep in mind that these treatment approaches mainly target nociceptive drivers of pain, and as explained earlier, disability is driven by multiple domains; hence, rehabilitation professionals will most likely need to look further. Considering that the sensory characteristics of pain in patients with LBP may be heterogeneous and that a continuum between nociceptive and neuropathic pain in LBP may exist, it may be relevant to explore other aspects of nervous system implications as drivers of pain.

### Domain 2 – nervous system dysfunction (NSD) drivers

Whether a patient has nociceptive pain or not, it is relevant to explore if the nervous system itself (again linked to deficits/impairments in body functions and structures) drives part of the painful symptoms. Since patients with neuropathic pain tend to have poorer outcomes, this information can enable the clinician to more effectively target the optimal treatment approach. For example, nociceptive mechanical LBP can also have concomitant neuropathic component, including but not limited to radicular pain. Furthermore, as recent progress in pain science has enhanced our understanding of pain science and the mechanisms involved in the maintenance of painful symptoms, there is now strong evidence suggesting that LBP can also be driven by sensitization of the peripheral and/or central nervous system.

Hence, this domain relates to the nociception arising from dysfunction from the nervous system itself. These NSDs may take place at the peripheral, spinal, and even supra-spinal levels of the nervous system. This domain is composed of “peripheral or central sources of NSD” (category A) and
“nervous system hypersensitivity” (category B). Table 2 provides the operational definitions.

Conceptual operationalization
Studies suggest that clinicians should specifically assess for the presence of NSD along with available information provided by CS and diagnostic procedures of LBP. Peripheral sources of NSD can readily be confirmed in clinical settings using the DN4. Distinguishing predominantly nociceptive LBP from neuropathic LBP can also be performed with the PainDETECT questionnaire, which has been shown to have significant sensitivity/specificity to identify patients with a predominant neuropathic component to their LBP. As the first category (A) concerns signs and symptoms of peripheral NSD, clinicians should investigate for clinical signs and symptoms such as radicular pain pattern and symptoms, radiculopathy, and even low pain threshold (ie, proximal mechanical hyperalgesia), as they provide evidence of peripheral neural dysfunction. These elements can be measured in clinical settings by a simple neurological examination and/or algometry. Ket, it can remain challenging to distinguish from a truly peripheral versus a spinal supra-spinal neuropathic component.

Thus, the second category (B), which implies characterization of pain-associated somatosensory changes, could serve to identify subgroups of patients with a predominant or enhanced nervous system excitability arising from the spinal or supra-spinal structures. As found by Smart et al, a clinical assessment/diagnosis of centrally mediated pain is feasible and is often seen as a continuum from peripheral nociceptive to peripheral and/or central neuropathic. More specifically, elements suggesting spinal central nervous system hypersensitivity can include allodynia (ie, provoked by palpation) or reports of widespread body pain symptoms. Evidence of enhanced temporal summation of pain, which can be assessed using bedside quantitative sensory testing tools, is another indicator of central nervous system hypersensitivity (central sensitization) associated with chronic pain. Finally, the use of a questionnaire can also help document the presence of central sensitization – the Central Sensitization Inventory (CSI), which has sufficient validity to identify the presence of central sensitization in individuals with central sensitization syndromes.

When such elements characterize the patient’s profile, the therapist must be able to adapt its treatment approach and add proper specific management strategies to the treatment plan. Furthermore, as the presence of NSD remains more complex to address, these patients are more likely to benefit from a parallel pharmacological approach. Yet, other domains may also drive the symptoms of pain and disability.

Domain 3 – comorbidity drivers
Besides their diagnosis of LBP, patients can also present with certain physical and/or mental health comorbidities that can influence other domains driving symptom severity and disability. In relation to the ICF, this third domain is part of the personal factors influencing pain and the resulting disability. For instance, it is not uncommon for people suffering from LBP to present with multiple painful musculoskeletal conditions – which tend to worsen the severity of symptoms of LBP. In addition to these comorbid physical problems, mental health comorbidities have also been found to be quite prevalent among patients with LBP. For instance, rates of depressive and anxiety disorders have been found to range between 20% and 50% among patients with chronic LBP. Personality disorders are also common psychiatric comorbidities observed among these patients. The presence of

Table 2 NSD drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Operational definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Peripheral or central NSDs</td>
<td>Neuropathic pain is a type of pain caused by a lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous system. Hence, the peripheral nervous system can be a cause of pain associated with LBP. Clinical manifestations of neuropathic pain associated with LBP have specific characteristics: paresthesia, tingling, burning, or shooting pain. Studies have shown that these pain characteristics and radicular pattern of pain (including radiculopathy) provide evidence of peripheral NSD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Nervous system hypersensitivity</td>
<td>This category also involves NSD and concerns elements related to peripheral, spinal, or supra-spinal hypersensitivity. This category conveys to more “serious” clinical manifestations such as evidence of mechanosensitivity, hyperalgesia, allodynia, evidence of widespread pain location, or disproportional pain intensity, which have been shown to be important indicators of spinal and supra-spinal hypersensitivity in LBP patients. In this context, nervous system hypersensitivity would be contributing factors driving the painful symptoms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: LBP, low back pain; NSD, nervous system dysfunction.
elements within this second category clearly adds complexity to the clinical picture, as they certainly influence prognosis and treatment delivery.54 We have categorized those as physical comorbidities (A) and mental health comorbidities (B). Table 3 provides the operational definitions.

Conceptual operationalization
As the continuing presence of painful physical comorbidities and mental health comorbidities might influence other domains, such as nervous system hypersensitivity, and enhance pain,51 a thorough history and physical examination should be performed by the therapist to assess for their presence and relative implication in the patient’s clinical profile. When significant painful musculoskeletal comorbidities are present, pain management strategies for concomitant (or paroxysmal) pain should be encompassed within the treatment plan for LBP. Furthermore, knowing that prolonged presence of painful pathologies is clearly linked to the presence/development of nervous system hypersensitivity, it is important that these should be screened/assessed and managed by the appropriately trained health care provider.

For their part, mental health comorbidities should be assessed with appropriate questions in the history or specific screening tools like the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II).62 If present, such comorbidities should also be targeted as part of the overall treatment plan of patients with LBP as depressive and anxiety disorders may prompt neuroplastic maladaptive changes in the central nervous system,59 which in turn may contribute to maintaining and/or amplifying the experience of pain. Hence, depression and anxiety may affect treatment strategies and modulate outcome expectations.63 Considering that patients presenting with depressive or anxiety disorders may require specific and targeted interventions, which go beyond psychologically informed physical rehabilitation interventions, therapists need to be prepared to seek medical interventions (or support from a mental health professional). In addition to influencing goal setting and expectations of improvements, these psychiatric comorbidities may directly or indirectly contribute to increasing pain perception ratings and perception of disability.

Furthermore, considering that chronic pain is associated with sleep disturbances,64 that LBP patients reporting sleep problems often report severe back pain,65–67 and that sleep deprivation triggers hyperalgesia,68 the presence of sleep disturbances should also be considered as a comorbidity potentially driving other domains, such as nervous system hypersensitivity.69

Domain 4 – cognitive–emotional drivers
As outlined by Borkum,70 maladaptive cognitions and maladaptive behaviors are part of personal factors influencing pain severity and disability. They are clearly linked to enhanced pain perception, are predictors of long-term disability, and can explain the presence of persistent painful symptoms. As personal factors of an individual, the fourth domain relates to cognitive–emotional drivers, as “maladaptive cognition” (category A) and “maladaptive behaviors” (category B) will undeniably influence the treatment approach. Table 4 provides the operational definitions.

Conceptual operationalization
Evidence-based practice strongly supports investigation of the presence of cognitive–emotional drivers of pain, using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Comorbidity drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Categories</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Physical comorbidities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Mental health comorbidities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: LBP, low back pain; BMI, body mass index.
These challenges associated with LBP are more effective to address when treatment is not directly targeted or reduced over the course of treatment. To date, outside of direct observation, we are poorly equipped to objectively measure maladaptive behaviors. Clinicians have traditionally relied on methods such as the Waddell’s non-organic signs, a screening test that can alert the clinician that a patient needs care oriented to address illness behaviors. Over the years, behavioral observation methods have been developed to assess and rapidly quantify maladaptive pain behaviors among LBP patients. More recently, the Behavioral Avoidance Test for back pain (BAT-Back) has been developed to assess pain-related avoidance behaviors by direct observations and could serve as a more comprehensive tool to establish the patient’s profile. Moreover, as pain behaviors can also be influenced by social elements, environmental factors must also be taken into account.

### Domain 5 – contextual drivers

As we have previously described, the social component of the biopsychosocial model is the weakest component of all current CSs for LBP and is scarcely mentioned in practice guidelines, as the latter mainly target nociceptive sources of pain and disability. Yet, like personal factors, environmental factors may have a significant influence on outcomes. Not surprisingly, there is a considerable quantity of literature supporting the influence of these contextual factors on painful symptoms and more importantly work-related disability. We have organized this fifth domain into two categories: (A) occupation-related contextual drivers and (B) social environment contextual drivers. Table 5 provides the operational definitions.

### Conceptual operationalization

When a patient presents with disability, clinicians need to explore the influence of contextual elements related to the patient’s occupation (work) and social context (ie, family) on the patient’s painful symptoms and disability. With a working adult population, assessing the presence of contextual factors that affect work disability is crucial as it will guide treatment. Beside a comprehensive interview, when the patient is not yet chronic (<6 months), clinicians can

---

**Table 4 Cognitive–emotional drivers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Operational definition and elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Maladaptive cognition</td>
<td>Cognitive–emotional drivers include maladaptive cognitive strategies toward pain (ie, pain coping, pain catastrophizing), pain-related fears (ie, pain-related anxiety and fear, fear of movement), negative perception of pain/disability and expectations toward pain (ie, illness perception, pain self-efficacy), as well as negative mood (which is distinct from clinical depression). According to the fear-avoidance model, when maladaptive cognitive drivers are not addressed and if pain/disability persists, factors such as catastrophizing, illness perceptions, negative emotions, and pain-related fears may lead to the development of maladaptive behaviors (eg, activity avoidance), which, in turn, may contribute to the maintenance of pain-related disability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Maladaptive behaviors</td>
<td>Maladaptive behaviors can be manifested in various ways. For example, they may include “communicative” pain behaviors such as facial expressions (eg, grimacing or wincing) or verbal/paraverbal pain expressions (eg, pain words, grunts, sighs, and moans). They may also include “protective” or “safety” behaviors such as guarding of the back straight while lifting or bending/rubbing the back after performing an activity, strongly bracing before doing a functional task, or even completely avoiding performing a task. In addition to avoidance, displays of “protective/safety” behaviors (eg, guarding, holding, or rubbing the back) or communicative pain behaviors (eg, grimaces) have also been associated with heightened levels of perceived functional disability. Maladaptive behaviors are known to be strongly influenced by cognitive–emotional factors; their presence suggests that cognitive–emotional drivers of pain must be assessed and addressed through behavioral or cognitive-behavioral treatment interventions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
use the Orebro musculoskeletal pain screening questionnaire. Similar to the StartBack tool, it has been developed to predict who is likely to remain on prolonged sick leave. However, when a patient has persistent pain and is disabled from work, therapists need to explore the specific influence of workplace and social context on the patient’s disability. Hence, some elements of the first category are related to the patient’s subjective beliefs about work, as the patient’s attitude toward his/her job is a strong predictor of disability and pain. Considering that certain elements are to some extent modifiable, when negative perceptions about work are identified throughout the interview, these will need to be addressed and part of one’s treatment strategy. Yet, some contextual elements in regard to the patient’s occupation might also be non-modifiable (ie, employer’s policies regarding return to work). Nonetheless, these non-modifiable elements are important to assess as they will provide a “framework” for the therapist and the patient to work within.

Although the interview remains the main way to gather information about the relative contribution/presence of occupation-related elements, a very recent scoping review found interesting tools. Among others, the Work Assessment Triage Tool captures 18 variables related to injury duration, job, working status, and availability of modified work. According to the patient/therapist response, it suggests best work reintegration options. Although in its early stage of validation, the Work Assessment Triage Tool yielded greater probability to recommend evidence-based multi/inter-disciplinary approaches than clinicians’ opinions.

As for the second category, which concerns contextual elements part of the patient’s social environment, it is important for the therapist to assess the past or current elements that could shape the intervention. For example, attitudes of employers, family members, and even current or past health care professionals may influence the therapeutic alliance, an important non-specific approach that enhances clinical outcomes. Furthermore, if interdisciplinary interventions are required and the patients do not have access to this type of care, this practice will shape the way the clinician can deliver its interventions; rehabilitation professionals need to stay within their scope of practice, but might have to go beyond their usual treatment strategies to properly address the problematic elements of this domain.

### Part 2: practical integration of the model into practice

Once a patient is deemed suitable for rehabilitation (ie, no red flags), our model proposes a structure to further guide the clinician’s assessment. In essence, rehabilitation professionals should establish the patient’s profile based on the presence/absence of elements within each domain – this would then identify and target where the relative treatment efforts should be focused. Accordingly, this theoretical model is designed to provide a more comprehensive management overview, by appreciating the relative contribution of each domain driving pain and disability. The following clinical profiles of two hypothetical case examples illustrates this.

Patient A presents with painful symptoms in the low back area along with left leg pain that he describes as dull and achy. The pain is considered to mainly be nociceptive. He shows centralization of his symptoms after repeated lumbar extension exercises, but also has signs of radiculopathy (decreased endurance of dorsiflexors) related to his leg pain. At 5’8” and 245 lbs, he is aware that his extra weight probably does

### Table 5 Contextual drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Operational definition and elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Elements of this category relate to the patient’s perception or beliefs as well as factual elements in regard to the patient’s work/occupation environment. Some elements are to some extent modifiable by the therapist’s approach. These include expectations about return to work, job satisfaction, perception of heavy work, and high job stress. When negative perception about work is identified throughout the interview, these will need to be addressed within your therapeutic strategy. Furthermore, other factual elements might also influence your treatment approach. Much less modifiable by therapy, they include occupational demands (ie, sedentary versus heavy work), job flexibility (ie, availability of modified work), employer’s policies regarding return to work (which can be distinct from provincial/state laws). These will greatly dictate the framework the therapist will have to work with and command communication with the employer and/or other health care providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>As social support from the patient’s environment is an important predictor of success, this second category relates to contextual elements in the patient’s social environment. Elements in this category are mostly related to attitudes of the persons within the patient’s environment, including but not limited to employer, family members, and health care professionals. Access to care (ie, limited access to rehabilitation) would also be a contextual element that can drive part of the patient’s disability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not help his condition and that his co-occurring history of severe bilateral knee osteoarthritis pain does not help either. He reports that his mood is good, but he scores 6/9 on the StartBack questionnaire and does not see the day when he will be ready to return to work, although his employer is already willing to accommodate him.

Patient B presents with pain located in the low back as well as the posterior aspect of both thighs that he describes as lancinating – the painDetect questionnaire points to a neuropathic component. The segmental hypomobility observed in the lower segments of the lumbar spine during the physical examination does not change his symptoms. He has full range of motion and repeated movement examination does not reveal any specific mechanical pattern of pain (no directional preference either). However, he is also complaining of intermittent pain in his upper back and neck along with sleep disturbances, as pain wakes him up 5–6 times per night. He scores 42 on the CSI questionnaire, where questions regarding fatigue and endurance scored highest. He has concomitant physical comorbidity (migraines) but no mental health comorbidities. He clearly shows pain behaviors in the clinic (grimaces, guarding) and scores 8/9 on the StartBack tool. During the initial assessment, the therapist notes poor perception regarding return to work and high occupational demands for this 49-year-old welder.

After assessing for the presence of elements within each of the five domains, a profile can emerge highlighting which domain(s) drive the patient’s painful symptoms and/or disability. As Figure 2 illustrates, we have plotted the hypothetical relative contribution of each domain for both cases (note that future studies would help us to determine how each parameter would be weighted). As a result, we can speculate that treatment approach should mainly focus on nociceptive pain drivers for patient A, where the integration of specific exercises will take a greater importance in the patient’s treatment plan. On the opposite, therapeutic efforts should be focused on NSDs and cognitive–emotional drivers for patient B.

Could the use of this model/structure help the clinician to better target care? Could it enhance management by appropriately focusing interventions on the most important drivers of disability? Future research will answer these questions, but the use of the Pain and Disability Drivers Management model offers a comprehensive structure to the clinician, which goes beyond traditional routes proposed by stratified care approaches and has numerous potential advantages.

**Part 3: potential advantages of this integrative model and implications for rehabilitation**

Based on the ICF framework, a truly biopsychosocial model, the mechanistically driven model we proposed reflects the multiple components of factors driving disability in LBP. It has the potential to allow the therapist to appreciate the relative contribution of each domain influencing the patient’s experience, while providing clinicians with a structured assessment and specific targets on which to focus their treatment approach. For the two main domains driving pain (nociceptive drivers and nervous system dysfunction drivers), our position goes beyond the traditional “biomechanical” classifications with the integration of a domain relating to nervous system dysfunc-
tions. This provides a more inclusive and holistic perspective of the neurophysiological components of pain; NSD covers different underlying mechanisms, typically inadequately integrated by the four main CS. This addition can help to distinguish patients with LBP presenting with mechanical and non-mechanical aggravating factors and better reflects the diversity of clinical manifestations observed in LBP, an important aspect previously proposed by Scholz et al. Since management of LBP based exclusively on deficits in body functions and structures (biomechanical approach) renders sub-optimal outcomes, our model urges for the integration of targeted intervention in regard to domains related to personal and environmental factors. Recently, Rabey et al stated that “a flexible, biopsychosocial classification system may allow profiling across multiple relevant dimensions, to facilitate targeted care based on the dominant factors present in individual profiles”. Previous authors have urged for a more contemporary vision of LBP management while focusing on the relative importance of multidimensional profiling. With respect to these comments, we consider that our model is client-centered, multidimensional, and most importantly, gives to the clinician a structure to better target the multiple dimensions associated with LBP, while remaining relatively simple. Although a more comprehensive biopsychosocial profiling of patients with LBP has recently been explored, it remains challenging to clinically interpret results from cluster analysis and to translate these findings into clinical practice.

Conclusion

Based on the need for a more organized and targeted health care delivery and the need for a cultural shift in the management of LBP, this model has the capability to help the clinician recognize if and when multidisciplinary care is needed and provide a roadmap that puts into context the complexity of recovery in this heterogeneous population. This theoretical model could provide better structure and certainly a more comprehensive one than the current CS. Although the relative importance of each domain incorporated in our model may (and will) vary on a chronological basis and interact with other domains, our model could help the clinicians to provide the most comprehensive and appropriate care to their patients.
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